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at the piano, but this seminal Albany recording offers a much wider introduction to Creston’s vocal 
music, bringing to light pieces for solo voice that have languished in obscurity. 
 A survey of Creston’s output proves that he worked systematically from a set of compositional 
criteria, thus there is consistency across his body of works. All of Creston’s music demonstrates 
his concentration on rhythm and meter and at least some preoccupation with dance elements. 
Creston’s style is often aligned with impressionistic mannerisms, and many of the songs reflect that 
association with ostinati, extended chords, and sequencing, where unexpected rhythmic alterations 
modify perception and expectation. To balance tonality-obscuring sonorities, Creston often 
embeds in the accompaniment a prominent countermelody to the voice, so contrapuntal “threads” 
pair toward a fuller melodic texture. In all of his music, Creston was a dedicated structuralist, and 
he designed the songs in clear-cut musical forms that, while rarely matching exactly the poetic 
arrangement, yield smartly organized miniatures. Creston summarized his own compositional 
goals: “I believe myself to be an evolutionist, rather than a revolutionary, [even though] I am not 
opposed to new ideas and approaches to composition.” This description is apt for considering the 
vocal pieces on this recording, as they are accessible harmonically and rhythmically, yet avant-garde 
enough to situate them firmly in the modern aesthetic.
 Opus 46 (1950) is a cycle titled Three Songs. Each text boasts a different sentiment, but the 
collection is linked by broader themes related to an individual’s place in the wider world, the universe, 
and in nature. “Serenade” is more syncopated romp than romance. “Lullaby” is the contrasting 
middle piece, contributing to the cycle’s overall arch form. Creston set the three stanzas in a 
modified strophic form that features a reliable, repetitive piano figure for the soothing consistency 
required of a lullaby. The exciting finale is “Fountain Song,” marked with spirit; Creston’s penchant 
for musical architecture and textural clarity is obvious in its ternary form and homophonic texture, 
where the voice predominates over constant sixteenth notes in the piano. 
 Nocturne, Op. 83, is Creston’s setting of a text by W. H. Auden. Instrumental flourishes, substantial 
contrasting interludes, and an extensive postlude frame the three verses in this through-composed 
setting, and a straightforward triplet formula unites the lush introduction with the first two verses. The 
first stanza of Auden’s romantic poem is delivered in sedate declamation, while the second and third 
verses are sung with sharper, more assertive articulation, all tempered by evocative and colorful 
orchestration. The orchestral lead-in to verse three reflects Creston’s penchant for dance-like spontaneity, 

Paul Creston (1906-85) was born Giuseppe Guttoveggio in New York. As a young adult, he began 
to use Joseph for a first name and only later made the more substantive transition to Paul Creston 
(a legal change that became official in 1944). 
 By age eight, Creston was composing and studying piano, and he supplemented those 
activities by scrutinizing scores of orchestral music he accessed via radio. Creston never had 
substantial training in music theory or the craft of composition; in fact, by age 15, he was a 
high-school dropout, working to pay for his own organ lessons. Nonetheless, Creston became a 
highly awarded composer, earning two Guggenheim Fellowships in the 1930s, a New York Music 
Critics’ Award in 1943 (for Symphony No. 1), and a 1960 Department of State travel grant to 
study and lecture in Israel and Turkey. Creston consistently advocated for the advancement of 
American music; to that end, he held important administrative positions, including a 1950s stint 
as President of the National Association of American Composers and Conductors and a run as 
Director of ASCAP in the 1960s. As a pedagogue, Creston was stationed at Cummington School 
of the Arts in New York City, the University of Southern California, New York College of Music, and 
Central Washington State. He died of kidney cancer in 1985. 
 Paul Creston’s personal materials, including private and business correspondence, music 
manuscripts, recordings, and notebooks full of philosophical and artistic musings, are held in 
the LaBudde Special Collections and the Marr Archive at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. 
Access to certain parts of Creston’s life and art, including scores for many unpublished songs, are 
available only through this archive. 
 During the mid-20th century, Creston earned ample attention for his orchestral compositions: 
he excelled in creating large-form structures dependent on organic development. His symphonies 
were commissioned by significant institutions (like the Chicago Symphony and the New York 
Philharmonic) and championed by important conductors such as George Szell and Leopold 
Stokowski (with whom Creston enjoyed a lively correspondence across many years). Creston also 
composed much vocal music, yet few of the songs are known outside of small artistic circles, and 
most have never even been published (Psalm XXIII is one exception; it appears in countless 
anthologies for voice). A single commercial release of selected songs exists, and it dates to 1993 
when Yolanda Marcoulescou-Stern sang Psalm XXIII, Three Songs, and The Bird of the Wilderness 
for Gasparo Records (GSCD 287). Held in the Marr Archive are a few albums which feature Creston 



style carries over into the “Cantilena” section, where sustained scalar lines accumulate in intensity, 
thanks in part to layered-in chromaticism. The piano is more participatory here, boasting a linear left 
hand, doubled at the octave, and steady chordal punctuations in the right hand. The haunting, melancholy 
ending imparts balance by diminishing the range and intensity of the piece. Overall, Cantilena 
proves particularly demanding for the soprano, featuring jagged melodic leaps across a wide range. 
 The Bird of the Wilderness, Op. 2, is another setting of Tagore’s philosophical poetry. Creston’s 
signature emphasis on rhythmic variety is clear via constantly shifting meters. Rich, vertical chord 
structures balance a conjunct vocal line, where simple melodies and declamatory delivery of the 
text indicate perhaps that Creston determined Tagore’s words needed little adornment. The B section 
of this short binary form pits the voice in 4/4 against the piano’s compound 12/8, creating an 
exciting synergy that celebrates the push and pull between musical meter and poetic meter. 
 A substantial cycle, Thanatopses (Four Songs to Death), is Creston’s Op. 7 which was 
published in 1980 by Music Graphics Press, San Diego. Again, the composer turned to Tagore’s 
poetry for texts that are replete with references to nature and to musical sounds, as well as with 
allusions to the human spirit and its journey, both metaphorical and actual. Creston weds to these 
philosophical platforms some of the most adventurous harmonic language of all of his songs, 
and a clear desire to translate the verses via musical means. Analysis reveals bitonal passages, 
surprising modulations, and richly imaginative text painting; song four, for example, boasts eleven 
key changes in 40 measures, and the suggestion of rolling waves is built in to the constant triplet 
chord figures. Song 1 is in a clear ternary structure, and the opening phrase (“Death, thy servant, 
is at my door/He has crossed the unknown sea and brought the call to my name”) is delivered 
in a plaintive recitative. An ominous ostinato sounds in the piano accompaniment, representing 
both Creston’s interest in highly organized rhythmic structures and the perceived constancy of 
death’s arrival. Throughout the song, the meter shifts measure-by-measure, from 4/4 to 5/4. The 
contrasting B section starts at m. 22 and brings more evidence of Creston’s alignment with the 
impressionist aesthetic: extended, arpeggiated chords built on quartal sonorities dominate before 
the piece transitions back to the original, monotonous ostinato. The ternary structure of Song 2 is 
framed by a running sixteenth-note arpeggio figure. There is a clear break in that motoric rhythm 
in the B section, where arpeggios are still present, but slowed to eighth notes in the left hand; into 
the accompaniment, Creston integrated a prominent melodic line that moves linearly, seemingly 

as the orchestra abandons the steady pulse to take on a scampering, rest-infused syncopation. The 
texture of the instrumental postlude is enhanced by the voice’s untexted vocalise. For La Lettre, Op. 
59, Creston set an anonymous poem to an undulating piano accompaniment, creating a constant 
momentum typical of Creston’s style. The abrupt ritardando at the end gives way to static chords 
that underpin the singer’s final declamatory statement. 
 Along with Psalm 23 and The Bird of the Wilderness, A Song of Joys is secure in the solo 
singer repertoire. Each of the three reflects some aspect of Creston’s spiritual and philosophical beliefs: 
indeed a poet and at least part philosopher, Creston was interested in how and where humans found 
their place in the natural and spiritual worlds, and he identified similar musings in the poetry of 
Walt Whitman. In fact, Creston was inspired by numerous Whitman texts, including selections from 
Leaves of Grass which yielded a piece for chorus and piano (Op. 100). A Song of Joys, Op. 63, 
boasts a rollicking compound meter that reflects Whitman’s take on the very experience that is life 
in nature, as well as notions about the physicality of music making and the fateful intersection of earthly 
wonders and human activity. Demonstrating his passion for Whitman’s poetic implications, Creston 
took advantage of vivid imagery to paint the text. “O for the dropping of raindrops,” for example, is 
set to short eighth notes and a descending melodic line. Creston paired “the motion of waves” with 
undulating chords that give and take in neighboring motion, and he illustrated “darts like lightning” 
with a disjunct melodic contour. Broad, sustained chords and a more declamatory delivery depict 
“O to realize space, the plenteousness of all,” and abrupt utterances, where inserted rests separate 
each word, match the lyrics “shout, skip, leap.” 
 Cantilena, Op. 117, is Creston’s transcription of a piece composed originally for cello and 
orchestra; the score for this soprano and piano version remains unpublished. Creston’s personal effects 
indicate a fascination with languages (particularly Sanskrit), and for the re-working of Cantilena, he 
chose a text from one of his favorite writers, Indian mystic Rabindranath Tagore. Creston in fact credits 
Tagore for musical inspiration, admitting that the poet’s “mysticism appeals to me very much” and even 
that his own Sādhanā “developed out of my love for his poetry” (Tagore’s Sādhanā—The Realization 
of Life was published in 1915). The opening soprano recitative in Cantilena replaces the cello’s 
wordless lyricism with Tagore’s text about the immensity of life, and for the B section, the soprano is 
instructed to choose “any suitable vowel.” The opening six measures achieve the flexibility of the recitative 
directive with sparse piano participation and ample freedom for the soloist. That prescribed melodic 



as an instrument,” and to that effect, the composer did not underlay the soprano line with text, 
charging the singer to choose “any appropriate vowel or syllable.” 
 The cycle is a study in contrasts, so even as the thematic material threads cohesively through 
each movement, the key center, accompaniment (varying combinations of winds, strings, and brass), 
and vocal style are altered for each variation. The set moves seamlessly, with no breaks, and three 
of the five variations open with an altered form of the original six-measure orchestral introduction. 
 “Villanella” boasts a duple meter with robust dotted rhythms and orchestral punctuations. The 
voice and instruments engage in a lively dialogue, demonstrating Creston’s affinity for counterpoint. 
The “Sarabande” is of a traditional, stately character and calls for a more sustained melodic delivery 
by the soprano. The leisurely triple meter gives way to the graceful and virtuosic 4/4 “Gavotte,” replete 
with exciting syncopation and demanding, detached utterances for the singer, often sounding in 
clever echoes against the orchestra. “Siciliana,” marked very expressively, moves in a balanced 
compound meter with little tension between voice and accompaniment, and “Tarantella” is a brisk, 
playful finale, featuring lush harmonies and a rousing ending. 
 Besides composing original pieces, Creston also arranged 13 French-Canadian folk songs 
for voice and piano. This recording features seven selections from the larger set, which was 
published by Colombo, New York in 1994. Only a sampling of verses was recorded here and 
the original piano accompaniment was exchanged for accordion. That creative decision allowed 
virtuoso Joan Sommers’ playing to infuse the numbers with a “folksy” tone and authentic flavor. 
 The recording is rounded out by three pieces that remain without opus number. Creston’s 
Lullaby, a handwritten arrangement of Marguerite George’s poem, is available only in the LaBudde 
Special Collections. Within a straightforward, strophic-refrain form, the song celebrates stylized 
African-American slang and dialect in a lilting, lyrical vocal line, joined only by a spare chordal 
accompaniment. Two unpublished songs follow, and both are credited to the pseudonym Paul 
Wedge. Both It’s So Fantastic, which opens with a stunning a capella entrance for soprano, and 
My Love For You are in the vein of a popular standard. While there is no indication as to why 
Creston shielded his identity with the alias, perhaps since these numbers were not serious like his 
“concert-hall” songs, by doing so he was able to distance himself from the pieces. 

— Dr. Sarah Tyrrell

in conversation with the voice. Song 3 resembles a recitative-aria pairing. The voice sings “At this 
time of my parting, wish me good luck, my friends” to triplets, rendered freely over ultra-chromatic 
arpeggiated chords. To follow are lyrical parts for both voice and piano, where Creston succeeds in 
creating a duet-like union of the two forces, never abandoning the momentum provided by triplets 
and the cycle’s signature shifting meters. 
 Published in 1963 by Franco Colombo (New York), Ave Maria is Creston’s Op. 57. For the 
Marian text, Creston relied on a binary form, a perpetual triple meter, and a stable, repetitive 
melodic formula. The recurring neighbor-tone motive imposes an organic unity across the song 
(and reinforces continuity between accompaniment and voice). One of the most tonally stable 
pieces of Creston’s song output, Ave Maria is a tuneful, singable, and devotional masterpiece. 
Psalm XXIII, Op. 37, remains one of Creston’s most recognizable pieces for solo voice. He rendered 
the text clearly in a tranquil compound meter with lilting articulations and clear key centers that 
sequence through rich chromaticism and logical modulations. The middle section (“Yea, though I 
walk through the valley”) boasts a fresh sixteenth-note motion in the piano, which gives way to a 
steady but ever-increasing pulse that translates beautifully the sentiment of the text’s final lines. 
 Creston originally set Martha Michaelson Kemp’s poem The Lamb to the lambs for chorus 
(published by Carl Fischer), but an adaptation for voice and piano became his Op. 47. Creston’s 
solo arrangement was never published and the hand-written copy remains available only in the 
LaBudde Special Collections. Creston clearly reveled in this lovely Christmas sentiment, rendering 
via simple neighbor tones and balanced ascending and descending phrases the serene, reverent 
moments in Jesus’ manger. Word painting abounds (hear rhythmic intricacies, for example, that 
mimic lambs scampering as “quickly as they were able”), couched in a modified ternary structure. 
 Dance Variations, Op. 30, is one of Creston’s substantial solo vocal works that was recorded 
(although never commercially released), but from conception to composition to performance and 
recording required a full twenty years. Creston explained that after composing the piece in 1942, 
he waited for the “ideal artist,” and the cycle’s dedicatee, Roberta Peters, did not premier the 
piece until 1961 with the New York Philharmonic. The composer’s own notes shed light on the 
Dance Variations, relating that the series of songs is based on a minuet theme with five variations: 
villanella, sarabande, gavotte, siciliano, and tarantella; each is “rhythmically altered to suit each 
particular dance.” Creston’s notes also specify that throughout, the “coloratura voice is employed 



Straining the leash of the song.
What of the hush and what of the chain?
Seek me soon in the rush of the rain, 

The hope of the grass, the faith of the stream, 
And ocean dreaming the infinite dream!
Kin of the wave and cloud am I.
And the world grows green as I pass by
Back to the Sea and Sky! 
  
Nocturne (W.H. Auden) 
Make this night loveable
Moon, and with eye single
Looking down from up there
Bless me,
One especial,
And friends everywhere.

With a cloudless brightness
Surround our absences; 
Innocent be our sleeps, 
Watched by great still spaces,
White hills glittering deeps.

Parted by circumstance
Grant each your indulgence
That we may meet in dreams
For talk, for dalliance,
By warm hearths, by cool streams. 

La Lettre (Anonymous)
Mon cher, amour, ta presence autour de mon 
âme est comme une chaude caresse et le 
soufflé de ton inspiration me transporte de 
bonheur. Jamais vie n’a été plus riche et  
bonheur plus immense depuis que tu t’es 
penché vers moi. Ton âme est belle, amour; 
puisse la mienne t’apporter toujours la joie 
que tu mérites. Avec toutes ma tendresse je 
t’embrasse longuement comme je t’aime. 

My dear love, your presence around my soul 
is like a hot caress and the breath of your 
inspiration transports me to happiness. Never 
has life been more rich and happy since you 
inclined to me. Your soul is beautiful; my love can 
always bring you the joy you deserve. With all 
my tenderness I embrace you, as I love you.

A Song of Joys (Walt Whitman) 
O to make a most jubilant song
Full of music, full of manhood, womanhood, 
infancy!
Full of common employments, full of grain 
and trees. 

O for the voices of animals,
O for the swiftness and balance of fishes!
O for the dropping of raindrops in a song!

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS

Three Songs 
Serenade (Edward C. Pinkney) 
Look out upon the stars my love, 
And shame them with thine eyes; 
On which, than on the lights above
There hang more destinies. 

Night’s beauty is the harmony
Of blending shades and light;  
Then, lady, up, look out, and be a sister to 
the night.
 
Sleep not! Thine image wakes for aye
Within my watching breast; 
Sleep not! From her soft sleep should fly
Who robs all hearts of rest. 

Nay, lady from their slumbers break,
And make this darkness gay with looks,
whose brightness well might make
Of darker nights a day.

Lullaby (John G. Neihardt)
SUN-FLOOD, moongleam
Ebb and flow;
Twinklefooted star flocks
Come and go;
Eager little Stranger
Sleep and grow. 

Yearning in the moonlift
Surge the seas; 
Southering, the sunlured
Gray goose flees:
Eager with the same urge,
You and these!

Canopied in splendor
Red, gold, blue
With the tender Autumn
Cooing through;
O, the mighty cradle Rocking you! 

The Fountain Song (John G. Neihardt) 
I AM the sprite of the Fountain, 
Sprung from the gloom am I, 
Out of the womb of the Mountain
Big with the kiss of the sky!
I am the fugitive Glory, 
Singing the strong soul’s story.
Twinkling, tinkling, glad to be
Out of the prison of Earth set free; 
Dancing, mad with the cosmic tune, 
Laughing under the stars and moon

Back to the Ocean soon!
Back to the Sky and back to the Sea
O I was a prisoner long!
But the love of the Vast was strong in me, 



Psalm 23 (Bible, King James Version)
The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: 
he leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the 
paths of righteousness for his name’s sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the 
shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou 
are with me; they rod and they staff they 
comfort me.
 Thou preparest a table before me in the 
presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my 
head with oil; my cup runneth over.
 Surely goodness and mercy shall follow 
me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in 
the house of the Lord forever.

Dance Variations for Voice and Orchestra
According to the composer, “Any vowel 
may be used throughout this composition. 
However, in Variation IV, oo (cool) is preferable, 
and in Variation V, la, la, la, la may be used

Thanatopses – Four Songs To Death (from 
“Gitanjali” — Rabindranath Tagore)
I. Death, thy servant, is at my door. He has 
crossed the unknown sea and brought thy call 
to my home.

The night is dark and my heart is fearful—yet 
I will take up the lamp, open my gates and 
bow to him my welcome. It is thy messenger 
who stands at my door.

I will worship him placing at his feet the trea-
sure of my heart.

He will go back with his errand done, leaving 
a dark shadow on my morning; and in my 
desolate home only my forlorn self will remain 
as my last offering to thee. 

II. O thou the last fulfillment of life, death, my 
death, come and whisper to me!

Day after day I have kept watch for thee; for 
thee have I borne the joys and pangs of life.

All that I am, that I have, that I hope and all 
my love have ever flowed towards thee in 
depth of secrecy. One final glance from thine 
eyes and my life will be ever thine own.

The flowers have been woven and the garland 
is ready for the bridegroom. After the wedding 
the bride shall leave her home and meet her 
lord alone in the solitude of night.

O for the sunshine and motion of waves in 
a song!
O the joy of my spirit it is uncaged it darts like 
lightning!
O to realize space!
The plenteousness of all, that there are no bounds,
To emerge and be of the sky, of the sun and 
moon and flying clouds, as one with them.
O to have life henceforth a poem of new joys! 

To dance, clap hands, exult, shout, skip, leap, 
roll on, float on!
To be a sailor of the world bound for all ports.
A swift and swelling ship full of rich words, 
full of joys! 

Cantilena from Sādhanā (Rabindranath Tagore)
Sādhanā, prāno virāt yuktātmānah. 
Life is immense, at one with God. 

The Bird of the Wilderness (Rabindranath Tagore) 
My heart, the bird of the wilderness, has 
found its sky in your eyes:
They are the cradle of the morning, they are 
the kingdom of the stars;
My songs are lost in their depths.
Let me but soar in that sky, in its lonely 
immensity!
Let me but cleave its clouds and spread 
wings in its sunshine.

Ave Maria (Latin Liturgy)
Ave Maria, gratia plena, Dominus tecum.
Benedicta tu in mulieribus,
et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesu.
Sancta Maria, Mater Dei,
ora pro nobis peccatoribus,
nunc et in hora mortis nostrae. Amen.
 
Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou among women,
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary, Mother of God, 
pray for us sinners,
now and in the hour of our death. Amen. 

The Lamb to the lambs (Martha Nicholson Kemp)
The lambs to the Lamb came that night
Over the hill pursuing a light
The beacon, the star above the stable; 

The lambs as quickly as they were able
Rushed to the manger, a bleating herd
Paying their homage to the word. 

Then silently, gravely the fleece heads bowed
And jostling ceased in that reverent crowd. 

The lambs to the Lamb brought silent greeting
With their bent wool heads in that first mute 
meeting. 



I fear he never will dance with me,
I cannot tempt him with gifts, I see,

He took, alas, vows of poverty.
I wish the friar would dance with me.
A lovely present he soon would see!
I’d put new sandals upon his feet. 

Isabeau s’y promène
Isabeau s’y promène
Le long de son jardin,
Sur le bord de l’île.
Sur le bord du vaisseau.

Le plus jeune des trante
Il se mit á chanter.

The cool paths of her garden
Isabelle walked one day.
Near to the water’s edge grew the lovely garden,
Near to the water’s edge grew the trees so high.
Where the ships floated by.

A young sailor was singing
A melancholy lay. 

C’est la belle Francoise
C’est la belle Francoise, lon, gai,
Qui veut s’y marier, ma luron, lurette

Venez m’y reconduire, lon, gai
Jusqu’au pied du rocher, ma luron, lurette.

Françoise would like to marry, they say.
Late one night her young man came to pay 
a visit.

Come now with me, my pretty, my dear.
Come with me to the rock where I’ll bid you 
farewell.,

J’ai cuielli la belle rose
J’ai cuielli la belle rose,
Qui pendait au rosier blanc,
La belle ros’ du rosier blanc.

I have plucked one lovely rosebud.
Blooming on a rose tree fair,
One lovely rose from the rose tree fair.

V’la bon vent
V’la l’bon vent, v’la l’jolie vent, v’la ‘lbon vent 
ma mie m’appelle
V’la l’bon vent, v’la l’jolie vent, v’la ‘lbon vent 
ma mie m’attend.
Derrièr’ chez nous yat-un ètang,
Trois beaux canards s’en vont baignant.

Blow, wind, blow, blow breezes, blow, blow, 
wind, blow, my love is calling,

III. At this time of my parting, wish me good 
luck my friends! The sky is flushed with the 
dawn and my path lies beautiful.

Ask not what I have with me to take there. 
I start on my journey with empty hands and 
expectant heart. 

I shall put on my wedding garland. Mine is 
not the red-brown dress of the traveler, and 
though there are dangers on the way I have 
no fear in my heart. 

The evening star will come out when my voyage 
is done and the plaintive notes of the twilight 
melodies be struck up from the Kings gateway.

IV. I dive down into the depth of the ocean 
of forms, hoping to gain the perfect pearl of 
the formless. 

No more sailing from harbor to harbor with this 
my weather-beaten boat. The days are long passed 
when my sport was to be tossed on waves. 

And now I am eager to die into the deathless. 

Into the audience hall by the fathomless 
abyss where swells up the music of toneless 
strings. I shall take this harp of my life. 

I shall tune it to the notes of forever, and 
when it has sobbed out its last utterance, lay 
down my silent harp at the feet of the silent.  

French Canadian Folk Songs  
(English translation by Harold Heiberg)
Ah! si mon moine
Ah! Si mon moine voulait danser:
Un capuchon je lui donnerais
Danse, mon moin’, danse!
Tu n’entends pas la danse;
Tu n’entends pas mon Moulin, lon, la.
Tu n’entends pas mon Moulin, marcher.

S’il n’avait fait de pauvreté
Bien d’autre chos’ je lui donnerais.

Ah! Si mon moine voulait danser:
Un capuchon je lui donnerais.
Danse, mon moin’, danse!
Un froc de bur je lui donnerais. 

I wish the friar would dance with me.
A lovely present he soon would see!
A robe I’d give him to keep him warm.
Come and dance dear friar!
The music’s rising higher.
He pays no heed to the songs I sing.
He does not look at the gifts I bring.



Lullaby (Marguerite T. George)
Oh, sleep ma baby, sleep
De moon’s a silver boat
And wid its little passenger
To dreamland it will float
And dar wid other little babes,
You’ll laugh and coo and play
Till yo boat comes sailing home
To de port of dawning day.
Oh, sleep ma baby, sleep,
Oh, sleep ma baby sleep. 
 
Oh, sleep ma baby, sleep
De stars am angels’ eyes
And over you dey’ll ever watch
From out de deep blue skies
So should yo boat be tempest tossed
Or ever lose its way
Dey will safely guide you home
To de port of dawning day.
Oh, sleep ma baby, sleep,
Oh, sleep ma baby sleep. 

It’s So Fantastic (Herman Sydow)
You tell me you waited till I came along,
You were so elated, and you can’t be wrong;
You tell me that I am the one and only
Life for you without me would be lonely: 

It’s so fantastic it just can’t be
It’s so fantastic your loving me
You must be taken, you can’t be mine
Are you mistaken or being kind? 
It’s so fantastic I gulp and blink
Each time my brain has a chance to think
Fantastic? Yes, yet I hope it’s true
For, darling I’m so in love with you. 

My Love for You  
(Paul Wedge aka Paul Creston)
Why did this heavenly bliss
Deign to come to me?
Why did all this joy
Time cannot destroy
Come to fill my soul until my days are sorrow free? 
 
My love for you to me is the sweetest song,
My life is complete as long as you are near me;
Your eyes, your smile, the touch of your ten-
der hand,
Have led me to understand
My love for you.

How can I reveal the depth of this love in my heart?
What can still the pain and sadness when 
we’re apart?
The joy you bring can never be torn away
For through it is born each day
My love for you.

Blow, wind, blow, blow breezes, my love waits 
for me.
Three ducks swam in our pond all day.
One white, one black, the other gray. 

Aupres de ma blonde
Au jardin de mon père
Les lauriers sont fleuris,
Tous les oiseaux du monde
Vont y faire leurs nids.
Aupres de ma blonde 
Qu’il fait bon rêver. 

La caille la tourturelle
Et la jolie perdrix; 
Et ma jolie colombe
Qui chante jour et nuit.
Aupres de ma blonde
Qu’il fait bon rêver. 

The lilacs in our garden
With fragrance fill the air.
And tiny feathered creatures
Their nests are building there.
Close to my beloved,
There I love to be.

The turtle dove, the robin
The oriole, the jay,
Join voices with the bluebird

And sing both night and day
Close to my beloved,
There I love to be.

D’ou vient tu, Bergere?
D’ou vient tu, Bergere?
Je viens de l’étable,
De m’y promener;
J’ai vu un miracle
Ce soir arrive.

Rien de plus, bergère?
Ya trios petits anges
Descendus du ciel
Chantant les louanges
Du Père éternel. 

Where, O shepherdess have you been?
In the stable yonder
With the window bright,
I beheld a wonder,
Come to me this night! 

What, oh shepherdess nothing more?
Yes, three golden angels
Came down from the sky,
Sang with joyful voices
Praise to God on high. 



of composer Kevin Oldham;) Connoisseur Society; Epiphany; Parnassus; Palatine Recordings and 
VAI have met with critical acclaim. A writer of articles, book and record reviews, program and liner notes, 
she has been featured on national radio and television. During the years in which Kushner lived and 
taught in New York City, her wide-ranging intellectual curiosity grew to encompass not only music of 
all kinds but art and art history, poetry and literature, languages and dance. The resultant inter-
disciplinary outlook informs and heightens her daily work in the studio where since 2001, she has 
been a member of the piano faculty at the Conservatory at the University of Missouri, Kansas City.

Robert Olson is Director of Orchestras at UMKC, having established the Conservatory Orchestra as 
one of the premiere ensembles in the Midwest. A recipient of the coveted Fulbright Scholarship to 
study with the legendary pedagogue, Hans Swarovsky, he also served on the faculties of Nebraska 
Wesleyan University and the University of Colorado. He is the conductor for the Longmont 
Symphony (Colorado), and is Artistic Director for the Colorado MahlerFest. The MahlerFest has 
received international acclaim for his CD recordings and his world premiere of a new version of the 
Tenth Symphony of Mahler, and in 2005 received the Mahler Gold Medal from the Gustav Mahler 
International Gesellschaft. His guest conducting has taken him to Asia, Europe, South America 
and various orchestras in the USA, including the National Symphony of Beijing, the Korean 
Symphony Orchestra in Seoul, and the Kansas City and St. Louis Symphonies.

Joan Cochran Sommers was awarded the title of Professor Emerita upon her retirement from the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music where she established both undergraduate 
and graduate accordion degree programs in 1961. As a young player she represented the USA-ATG 
in the 1955 and 1956 Coupe Mondiale world accordion championships, forming the foundation 
of a life-long passion for the accordion. Joan has served numerous terms as President of the 
Accordionists and Teachers Guild, International, is presently a Vice-President of the Confédération 
Internationale des Accordéonistes, and is the founder of the World Accordion Orchestra. 
 She has been recognized by many organizations, national and international, for her work with 
orchestras and soloists under her direction. Joan Sommers continues to coach soloists, adjudicate, 
conduct and arrange for accordion orchestra, as well as perform with various musical groups.

The Performers

Soprano Rebecca Sherburn is an active chamber musician. In the area 
of new music she has been featured by the Los Angeles Philharmonic 
New Music Group and the New York New Music Group performing rarely 
heard contemporary compositions. Her scholarly work is published by the 
NATS Journal of Singing, and the ACDA Choral Journal.
 Internationally, as an opera singer her prominent roles include The Queen 
of the Night, Lucia di Lammermoor, Gilda, Zerlina, Despina, Lauretta, 
Susanna, Frasquita, Adele, Musetta, Olympia, Cunegonda, Carlotta Giu-
dicelli (The Phantom of the Opera), Hilda Mack (Elegy for Young Lovers), 

Lucy (The Telephone), Lady with a Hand Mirror (Postcard from Morocco), and others.
 Her graduate degrees are from the University of Southern California. Currently on the faculty at 
Chapman University, she has been awarded two Faculty Research Grants in the area of chamber 
music, and the Kauffman Excellence in Teaching Award while at the University of Missouri Kansas City. 

To say that pianist Patricia Higdon leads an active career as a chamber musician, teacher, and coach 
is an understatement. Immediately after completing graduate work at the Cleveland Institute of Music, 
she began working as coach/accompanist with the Lyric Opera of Kansas City and subsequently 
joined the faculty of the Conservatory of Music of the University of Missouri-Kansas City. Each 
season she plays dozens of recitals with faculty, graduate students, and acclaimed artists from 
around the world. Her coaching and collaboration have played a significant role in the impressive 
accomplishments of the numerous students and young professionals who work with her, many of 
whom she partners to success as finalists or winners of national and international competitions.
 She is also in constant demand as a pianist for master classes and recording sessions. 
Higdon has performed with the world- class Kansas City Chorale and can be heard on two of their 
critically acclaimed recordings: Fernhill and Words and Music.

Karen Kushner (The Juilliard School, MM; Northwestern University, BM) is an active soloist and 
collaborative pianist. She toured internationally, recorded and taught with the late Igor Kipnis as a 
member of the Kipnis-Kushner Duo, Piano: Four Hands. Her recordings for Albany Records (music 
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  Three Songs, Op. 46 
 1 Serenade No. 1 [2:06]
 2 Lullaby, No. 2  [2:07]
 3 The Fountain Song, No. 3  [1:51]

 4 Nocturne, Op. 83  [7:58]
  UMKC Conseratory Chamber Orchestra
  Robert Olson, conductor

 5 La Lettre, Op. 59  [2:14]

 6 Song of Joys, Op. 63  [2:24]

 7 Cantilena from Sadhana, Op. 11  [3:18]

 8 Bird of the Wilderness, Op. 2  [2:01]

  Thanatopses — Four Songs to Death, Op. 7
 9 I.  [3:07]
 10 II.  [1:48]
 11 III.  [3:01]
 12  IV.  [2:55]

 13 Ave Maria, Op. 52  [2:33]

 14 Psalm 23, Op. 37  [3:50]

 15 The Lamb to the lambs, Op. 47  [2:18]

 16 Dance Variations
  for Voice & Orchestra, Op. 30  [5:04]
  UMKC Conseratory Chamber Orchestra
  Robert Olson, conductor

  French Canadian Folk Songs
 17 Ah! si mon moine  [1:17]
 18 Isabeau s’y promène  [1:22]
 19 C’est la belle Françoise  [:48]
 20 J’ai cuielli  [:49]
 21 V’la bon vent  [1:03]
 22 Aupres de ma blonde  [1:12]
 23 D’ou vient tu Bergère  [1:36]
  Joan Sommers, accordion

 24 Lullaby  [3:19]

  Paul Wedge (Paul Creston)
 25 It’s So Fantastic  [1:58]
 26 My Love For You  [3:02]
  Karen Kushner, piano

  TOTAL TIME = 62:11
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